$0 DOWN

NEW 2020 INFINITI QX60 PURE AWD
UNRIFIED
HEATED SEATS LEASE FOR $399*
A MONTH - $0 DOWN
2 or More At This Price VIN SNIDL0MM5LC501731

NEW 2019 INFINITI QX50
NAVIGATION, 360 CAMERA, PANORAMIC SUNROOF LEASE FOR $448*
A MONTH - $0 DOWN
2 or More At This Price VIN 3PCAJM37KF113631

NEW 2019 INFINITI QX80
FINANCING AVAILABLE
0% APR

NEW 2019 INFINITI QX50 LUXE
NAVIGATION, REMOTE START ENGINE, SUNROOF LEASE FOR $374*
A MONTH - $0 DOWN
2 or More At This Price VIN JN1EV7AR4KM592871

NEW 2019 INFINITI Q60
400 HORSEPOWER, 13 BOSE SURROUND SPEAKER LEASE FOR $535*
A MONTH - $0 DOWN
2 or More At This Price VIN JN1FV7EL1KM440542

Bommarito INFINITI WEST COUNTY
15736 Manchester at Clarkson Rd. • (636) 391-9400

* AWD Pure and Luxe, 39 mo. lease, 10,000 miles per year, $0 security deposit, first payment due at signing. Excludes tax, title, license and fees. Subject to credit approval. Call for details. For illustration purposes only. Offers expire 11/30/19.